MRO Solutions
Cleaning & Maintenance
Clean up, refresh, sweep up, air out, sanitize... you know the drill.

Noble Supply has the cleaning and maintenance supplies and equipment you need to get your living and working areas in tip-top shape for spring and summer. We even have salt storage boxes, spreaders, and sprayers.

Clean, refresh, and sanitize your workplace and choose from a huge variety of supplies at excellent prices. These items are now available from Noble Supply to government purchasers on GSA contract vehicles as well as to military purchasers through the DLA Prime Vendor Program. Contact Noble for all your spring building and grounds maintenance needs.

Essential Cleaning & Maintenance Products

- Werth Green Cleaning Chemicals
- SweepEx® Power Sweepers
- SweepEx® Sweeper Accessories
- TurfEx® Sprayers
- SnowEx® Salt Storage
- Breezer® Fans
- PestPro™ Insect Infestation Removal Systems
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Werth Green Cleaning Chemicals

Formula 66 Enzyme Biobased Odor & Waste Digester
Box of twelve (12) 14-oz. cans
Noble Item No: N625C30
Formula 66 Enzyme cleaner from Werth Sanitary Supply is an industry standard for getting rid of noxious biological odors. It will permanently remove bad odors with enzyme action that actually “consumes” malodors and organic matter such as urine, feces, vomit, grease, and food waste.

- Use in restrooms, drains, kitchens, grease traps, porta-toilets, and trash areas
- Versatile liquid can be sprayed, squirited, or mopped onto surfaces
- Provides instant and residual odor control
- Also can be used for carpet, spotting, extraction, and bonnet cleaning
- Ideal for submarines, SMCL approved
- Safety Data Sheet available

Werth Bio-Polish
Box of twelve (12) 1-quart bottles
Noble Item No: N625C31
Bio-Polish from Werth is a multi-surface cleaner and polishing agent. It cleans and shines wood, metal, and laminates without any added fragrances or dyes, and it’s a surface protectant as well.

- Bio-based and environmentally friendly
- Cleans and shines wood, laminates, and metal surfaces
- Protects surfaces from fading and cracking
- NAVSEA approved: NSN: 7930-01-665-1163
SweepEx® Power Sweepers

SweepEx® Gas-Powered Rotary Broom
Noble Item No: N625J83

The SWB-400 Walk-Behind Rotary Broom is a mid-sized rotary broom that offers superior handling and maneuverability. The SWB-400 comes standard with a 40” multipurpose brush kit and a Honda® engine to give you the power you need to move dirt, snow, and other debris. Wt. 223 lbs.

- 3-speed transmission: Three forward gears and one reverse gear
- Multi-step brush speed: Speed up or slow down the brush rotation with adjustable, preset speed settings
- Adjustable brush angle: Pivot the brush to one of the five angle settings to control the window of debris
- Centrally driven brush: Work up against curbs or walls from either the right- or left-hand side of the machine, since there are no drive systems in the way of operation
- Adjustable handle height: Set the handlebars to a comfortable height using the four-position height adjustment
- Folding handlebars: Fold the handlebars for compact storage
- Optional snow accessories: Equip the rotary broom with a variety of accessories to turn it into the ultimate sidewalk machine for snow removal.

SweepEx® Gas-Powered Rotary Broom
Noble Item No: N625K04

The SWB-320 Walk-Behind Rotary Broom is compact for easier handling and maneuverability. It comes standard with a 32” multipurpose brush kit and a Honda® engine, to give you the power you need to move dirt, snow, and other debris. Wt. 154 lbs.

- 1-speed transmission: Simply hold down the bale to engage the drive system.
- Adjustable brush angle: Pivot the brush to one of the five angle settings to control the window of debris.
- Centrally driven brush: Work up against curbs or walls from either the right- or left-hand side of the machine, since there are no drive systems in the way of operation.
- Adjustable handle height: Set the handlebars to a comfortable height using the four-position height adjustment.
- Folding handlebars: Fold the handlebars for compact storage.
- Heavy Duty Plastic cover with steel substructure: Resist damage with this flexible, durable design.
- Pneumatic wheel: Enjoy consistent sweeping results, thanks to the active chassis with pneumatic wheel support.
SweepEx® Mega Brooms, Pro Brooms, and Accessories

**SMB-600 Mega Broom**
Noble Item No: N625J88

The SMB-600 Mega Broom is a heavy duty sweeper that features eleven rows of replaceable bristles for maximum sweeping power.

**SMB-720 Mega Broom**
Noble Item No: N625J89

The SMB-720 Mega Broom is a heavy duty sweeper that features eleven rows of replaceable bristles for maximum sweeping power. The 72” wide broom is our mid-sized Mega Broom, which is durable and powerful enough to sweep anything from fine sand and particles to small boulders.

**SMB-960 Mega Broom**
Noble Item No: N625J90

The SMB-960 Mega Broom is our largest heavy-duty sweeper. It features eleven rows of replaceable bristles for maximum sweeping power.

**SPB-600 Pro Broom**
Noble Item No: N625J92

The SPB-600 Pro Broom is a medium-duty sweeper that features eight rows of replaceable bristles.

**SPB-720 Pro Broom**
Noble Item No: N625J93

The SPB-720 Pro Broom is a medium-duty sweeper that features eight rows of replaceable bristles. The 72-inch wide brush is durable and will help keep your work site clean.

**SMP-320 Multi-Purpose Brush Kit**
Noble Item No: N625K02

This brush kit is standard with the durable and effective SweepEx Walk-Behind Rotary Brooms. If the brushes on your SWB-320’s rotary broom become damaged or worn over time, this is the replacement kit you need.
SweepEx® Mega Brooms, Pro Brooms, and Accessories

**SSH-175-1 Skid Steer Push Hitch**
Noble Item No: [N625J94](#)  
The SSH-175-1 Skid Steer Push Hitch allows brooms to attach to the mounting plate of most available skid steer loaders.

**SSH-175-1 Adapter Plate**
Noble Item No: [N625J84](#)  
An adapter plate is required for skid steer push hitch installation on Mega Brooms (SweepEx Part #75105).

**MBK-360 36” Mega-Wing Brush Section**
Noble Item No: [N625J85](#)  
The SweepEx MBK-360 36” Mega Wing Brush Sections Set includes eleven 36” replacement brush sections for the Mega Broom series.

**MBK-600 60” Mega-Wing Brush Section**
Noble Item No: [N625J86](#)  
The SweepEx MBK-600 60” Mega Wing Brush Sections Set includes eleven 60” replacement brush sections for the SMB-600 and SMB-960.

**MBK-720 72” Mega-Wing Brush Section**
Noble Item No: [N625J87](#)  
The SweepEx MBK-720 72” Mega Wing Brush Sections Set includes eleven 72” replacement brush sections for the Mega Broom series.

**PBK-180 Pro-Broom Brush Section**
Noble Item No: [N625K00](#)  
Replacing the brush sections of your Pro Brooms is recommended when they have worn down to 50% of the original length. The PBK-180 18” Pro-Broom Brush Section Set includes 11 rows of 18” brush sections that fit all of our Pro Broom Series.
SweepEx® Mega Brooms, Pro Brooms, and Accessories

VBK-048 48” Replacement Brush Kit
Noble Item No: N25K05
SweepEx recommends rotating the brush sections of your ValuSweep broom to extend the life of the boom. Once the bristles are worn down to 50% of original, they should be replaced with the VBK-048 48” Replacement Brush Kit. The VBK-048 includes five 48” brush sections with 8” bristles.

DMP-060-1 60” Dust Mop
Noble Item No: N625J97
The DMP-060-1 60” wide Dust Mop easily attaches to our SweepEx Pro and ValuSweep Brooms. This dust mop is ideal for collecting dust and fine particles on smooth floors like concrete or tile. Weight: 10 lbs.

HDM-060-1 60” Heavy-Duty Magnet Kit
Noble Item No: N625J98
Use the HDM-060 60” Heavy-Duty Magnet Kit with your 60” Pro or Mega Broom to pick up metal items like nails, screws, and washers during cleanup.

HDM-072-1 72” Heavy-Duty Magnet Kit
Noble Item No: N625J99
The HDM-072 72” Heavy-Duty Magnet Kit is powerful enough to ensure that nails, staples, metal shavings, and other magnetic materials are easily swept up. Use the HDM-072-1 with your 72” Pro or Mega Broom to pick up metallic items.

VMB-048-1 48” ValuMagnet
Noble Item No: N625K06
The VMB-048 48” ValuMagnet is ideal for picking up nails, staples, and other small magnetic debris. Simply attach the VMB-048 48” ValuMagnet to your VSB-048 ValuSweep Broom to clean up metal hardware and debris to avoid tire damage.

VMB-060-1 60” ValuMagnet
Noble Item No: N625K07
The VMB-060 60” ValuMagnet is ideal for picking up nails, staples, and other small magnetic debris. Simply attach the VMB-060 60” ValuMagnet to your VMB-060 ValuSweep Broom to clean up metal hardware and debris to avoid tire damage.
TurfEx® Sprayers

TurfEx® TL20 Handheld Sprayer
Noble Item No: N625J95

This lightweight and portable TURFEX hand-held sprayer can handle a variety of chores making life a little easier and saving you valuable time. Help manage and treat commercial and residential lawns and green areas with fertilizers, herbicides, and fungicides.

- Makes liquid applications a snap
- Lightweight design: weighs only 3 lbs
- Comes with adjustable and flat-fan nozzles
- 2 gallon capacity

TurfEx® TL40D Multi-use Backpack Sprayer
Noble Item No: N625J96

This backpack sprayer features comfortable shoulder straps that make it easy to spray your way around your facility no matter the application. Ideal for use in applying fertilizers, herbicides, and fungicides.

- Viton® seals and O-rings, 4 gallon capacity
- Comes with adjustable and flat-fan nozzles
- Lightweight design, comes with a 54” reinforced hose and an ergonomic hand pump design
SnowEx® Salt Storage and Spreaders

SnowEx® Salt Box

Noble Item No: N625K01

Protect your investment over the season with a salt box. Available in two sizes, these boxes are able to store between 5 and 10 cu ft. of salt. These non-corrosive, poly storage bins are ideal for keeping de-icing agents dry and ready for use in the next winter season.

• Weight: 35 lbs
• Available in 2 sizes: 5 cu. ft. and 10 cu. ft.

SnowEx® Tailgate Spreader

Noble Item No: N625K03

Receiver mount spreader makes it ideal to use on a variety of vehicles. This model offers plenty of versatility with the optional receiver, pivot, and 3-point mounting system. The fitted lid protects from moisture. Vertical high-flow 3” auger.

• Spread bagged rock salt and calcium flake consistently
• Spinner motor transmission is completely electric-powered and draws power from the vehicle to the spreader
• Variable speed digital control with bright LED display and buttons

SnowEx® SP-1225G Tow Behind Spreader

Noble Item No: N625J91

The SP-1225G is a ground-drive spreader designed for sidewalks, parking lots and other off-road specialty applications. The unit spreads bagged rock salt and chloride pellets, and is equipped with a lawn-and-garden style hitch for towing behind compact tractor, ATVs and utility vehicles.

• 12.0 cu ft capacity
• ground drive, sidewalk deflector, manual flow gate, adjustable spinner, and hopper cover
• Simple and efficient
• Comprised of a heavy-duty transmission and large, narrow pneumatic tires that will maintain maximum traction on snow and ice
• A deflector skirt kit adjusts the spread width for sidewalk applications, limiting wasted material
• Material compatibility with bagged ice melters, bagged rock salt, calcium flakes, and calcium chloride pellets
Breezer® Fans

**Breezer Oasys™ Titan**

**110V Military Model**

Noble Item No: [N624Q27](#)

**220V Military Model**

Noble Item No: [N624Q28](#)

Available in two different voltages (above), this heavy duty portable cooling unit was engineered to quietly and efficiently cool outdoor and partially-covered spaces. It enables the user to extend comfort to outdoor work areas and living spaces by creating cool, user-controlled micro-climate environments. The Oasys Titan is durable, dependable, and extremely mobile; its ergonomic design and large wheels make it easy to transport around work areas and grassy terrain.

- Optimal coverage up to 1500 sf area by up to 27°F
- Push-button controls gives users total control
- Oscillating head cools a wide area
- Mobile, doesn't require installation
- Quiet, powerful fan

---

**Power Breezer®**

**220V Military Model**

Noble Item No: [N624Q29](#)

Risk of heat stress and personnel safety are concerns of every leader. The compact, strong, and easy to assemble Power Breezer addresses these issues by quietly cooling over 3,000 sq. ft. by up to 27°F. This cooling fan is used for cooling outdoor and partially covered spaces without getting troops, weaponry, or equipment wet. This energy efficient evaporative cooler is extremely versatile. It can be used to cool large warehouses, relieve personnel from heat when working or training outdoors, or as a low cost solution to augment ECUs with cool air.

The Power Breezer cooling fan consumes less power than a hair dryer, it meets DOD green initiatives and is built to MIL-STD specifications. Designed and assembled in the USA.

- Reduces heat-related injuries and increases safety of personnel working in heat-stress conditions and areas
- Cools up to 3,000 sq. ft. and reduces temperature by up to 27°F
- Rugged 10” and 8” casters
- Oscillating head is powerful but quiet for the size
- Integrated water container holds 100 gallons; no hose connection necessary. Runs 4-5 days, 10-12 hrs/days
PestPro™ Insect Infestation Removal Systems

Thermal bedbug removal systems by PestPro™ are “The 4G solution to bedbug control™” and cost 24-45% less than comparable competitors’ eradication systems.

The PestPro Thermal bedbug eradication system uses a heating unit to raise the temperature in a sealed area for a specific time period, powerful fans to circulate the heated air through the infested bedding, carpet, or pillows, and monitoring sensors placed around the area being treated. The unit can be set up by one person and is safe and practical, with all-steel construction. Proudly made in the USA.

PestPro™ Heat System - 400 sq ft
Noble Item No: N652B54
- Kills bed bugs with electric heat up to 400 square feet
- One 10KW Standard electric heater 240V/50 amp
- 100 foot cord
- Two high circulation/high temperature fans (110/120V/2.2 amps)
- Wireless temperature monitoring System with 3 wireless sensors and battery powered readout screen
- Treats up to 400 sf if wood frame/stick in 5 hours recommended session

PestPro™ Heat System - 800 sq ft
Noble Item No: N652B57
- Kills bed bugs with electric heat up to 800 square feet
- Two 10KW Standard electric heaters 240V/50 amp
- Two 100 foot cords
- Four high circulation/high temperature fans (110/120V/2.2 amps)
- Wireless temperature monitoring System with 3 wireless sensors and battery powered readout screen
- Treats up to 800 sf if wood frame/stick in 5 hours recommended session

PestPro™ Heat System - 1600 sq ft
Noble Item No: N652B63
- Kills bed bugs with electric heat up to 1600 square feet
- Four generator powered heaters 240V/50 amp
- Four 100 foot cords
- Eight high circulation/high temperature fans (110/120V/2.2 amps)
- Cellular Network temperature monitoring system with 3 wireless sensors per heater. Temperatures viewable on any iOS/Android device (network and data storage fees apply)
- Treats up to 1600 sf if wood frame/stick in 5 hours recommended session
PestPro™ Insect Infestation Removal Systems

PestPro Heat System - 2000 sq ft
Noble Item No: N652B66

- Kills bed bugs with electric heat up to 2000 square feet
- Five generator powered heaters 240V/50 amp
- Five 100 foot cords
- Ten high circulation/high temperature fans (110/120V/2.2 amps)
- Cellular Network temperature monitoring system with 3 wireless sensors per heater. Temperatures viewable on any IOS/Android device (network and data storage fees apply)
- Treats up to 2000 sf if wood frame/stick in 5 hours recommended session

PestPro Heat System - 2400 sq ft
Noble Item No: N652B67

- Kills bed bugs with electric heat up to 2400 square feet
- Six generator powered heaters 240V/50 amp
- Six 100 foot cords
- Twelve high circulation/high temperature fans (110/120V/2.2 amps)
- Cellular Network temperature monitoring system with 3 wireless sensors per heater. Temperatures viewable on any IOS/Android device (network and data storage fees apply)
- Treats up to 2400 sf if wood frame/stick in 5 hours recommended session

PestPro Heat System - 2800 sq ft
Noble Item No: N652B68

- Kills bed bugs with electric heat up to 2800 square feet
- Seven generator powered heaters 240V/50 amp
- Seven 100 foot cords
- Fourteen high circulation/high temperature fans (110/120V/2.2 amps)
- Cellular Network temperature monitoring system with 3 wireless sensors per heater. Temperatures viewable on any IOS/Android device (network and data storage fees apply)
- Treats up to 2800 sf if wood frame/stick in 5 hours recommended session
Mission Critical Supply Solutions

Noble at a Glance:
At Noble, we continuously streamline the procurement process using state-of-the-art technology to deliver a huge selection of materials, supplies and services to the DoD and Federal Government agencies. Our contracts with the U.S. Federal Government give us the opportunity to distribute millions of trusted, brand-name items to military and civilian government customers.

- 52 global locations
- Millions of brand-name products
- 11,000 suppliers
- 225K task orders processed annually
- Proudly serving:

Mission Essential Products
- Industrial and MRO supplies
- Construction materials
- Personal protective equipment
- Office supplies and furniture
- Military & law enforcement gear
- Emergency preparedness supplies

Customized Logistics Services
- Expeditious logistics support
- Supply chain management
- Combat logistics support
- Storefront operations
- Disaster relief support
- Hazmat logistics

DLA TLS Prime Vendor Program
Noble offers preferred pricing and tailored logistics support services under the MRO Prime Vendor Program.

- Supply chain management
- A single point to consolidate fulfillment of requirements
- 24/7 customer service
- Custom system integration to support defense ordering requirements
- An infrastructure of base operations and warehouses to maintain supply and facilitate delivery
- Contingency capabilities to cover national emergencies, natural disasters, relief efforts, troop deployments, and additional operations associated with military public works and civil engineering exercises

DLA TLS PV Contract Holder

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CENTCOM MRO</th>
<th>SPE8E3-14-D-0002</th>
<th>SOUTHEAST ZONE 2</th>
<th>SPE8EG-14-D-0010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFRICOM ZONE 2</td>
<td>SPE5B1-14-D-0002</td>
<td>NORTHEAST ZONE 2</td>
<td>SPE8E3-15-D-0033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUCOM ZONE 1</td>
<td>SPE5B1-15-D-0001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOBLE SUPPLY & LOGISTICS
U.S. Operations Center
302 Weymouth Street, Rockland MA 02370
http://www.noble.com
http://shop.noble.com
Phone: 877-999-1911
Email: support@noble.com
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